Visual Aid Packet

PACKAGE CONTAINS
A. Marooned Theme Poster (used for decoration)
B. Door Decoration reproducible (used for decoration)
C. Story Time Bible Book (used for all lessons)
D. Memory Verse Message in a Bottle (used for all lessons)
E. Memory Verse Message Strips (used for all lessons)
F. Memory Verse Message in a Bottle plastic bag (not pictured)
G. Focus Poster: See (Lesson One)
H. Survival Kit: Binoculars (Lesson One)
I. Focus Poster: Know (Lesson Two)
J. Survival Kit: Handbook (Lesson Two)
K. Focus Poster: Trust (Lesson Three)
L. Survival Kit: Matches (Lesson Three)
M. Focus Poster: Obey (Lesson Four)
N. Survival Kit: Map (Lesson Four)
O. Focus Poster: Believe (Lesson Five)
P. Survival Kit: Mirror (Lesson Five)